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Restrictions Do Not Automatically Make Meal Breaks

Compensable

 

By Mark Dare  2/6/2015 Permissions

 

Whether an employee’s meal breaks are compensable as time worked under the Fair Labor Standards Act

(FLSA) depends on whether time spent on the break is predominantly for the employee’s benefit or the

employer’s, and on all the circumstances. A decision from the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals affirms that

even where the employer places restrictions on an employee’s meal break, such as requiring the employee

to remain on company premises or requiring the employee to monitor a radio feed, these restrictions do not

automatically make the break time compensable under the FLSA.

In 2012, a group of current and former security guards at the MotorCity Casino in Detroit brought a lawsuit

against the casino arguing that their paid meal periods were compensable under the FLSA and that they

were entitled to payment for overtime hours.

The crux of the guards’ argument was that MotorCity’s mandatory 15-minute, unpaid roll call before the start

of every shift resulted in workweeks in excess of 40 hours, for which MotorCity did not pay overtime. In

response, MotorCity argued that under the security guards’ collective bargaining agreement, each eight-hour

shift included a half hour of paid meal time that could be applied as an offset against the unpaid roll call

attendance time.   

The district court determined that the guards’ meal periods were noncompensable time under the FLSA, and

that the paid hours the guards received for meal breaks could offset hours worked during unpaid roll call

time, resulting in a workweek of fewer than 40 hours for which no overtime was due. 



On appeal, the 6th Circuit revisited the question of whether the guards’ lunch breaks were compensable

under the FLSA. In determining whether the meal breaks were compensable, the 6th Circuit examined

whether the time spent on a break was predominantly for the employer’s benefit or for the benefit of the

employee. 

To assist with this analysis, the 6th Circuit outlined three factors to consider in determining whether an

employee’s mealtime break predominantly benefits the employer or the employee: 1) whether the employee

engages in the performance of any substantial duties during the meal period; 2) the frequency with which the

employer interrupts the employee’s meal period with business; and 3) the employee’s ability to leave the

employer’s property during the meal period.

The 6th Circuit noted that no one factor is dispositive, however, and whether an employee is entitled to

compensation under the FLSA for a break period depends on the totality of the circumstances. Applying

each of the three factors in turn, the 6th Circuit affirmed the district court’s decision, concluding that the

guards’ meal breaks were noncompensable, as no reasonable jury could find that the guards’ meals

predominantly benefitted MotorCity. Although MotorCity security guards were required to remain on casino

property during their meal breaks, monitor two-way radios and respond to emergencies if necessary, the

guards were unencumbered by other job responsibilities and could enjoy their mealtimes adequately and

comfortably by, among other things, eating, drinking, socializing, watching television, using cellphones or the

Internet, reading, or playing card games. As a result, the meal periods were noncompensable.

Ruffin v. MotorCity Casino, 6th Cir., No. 14-1444 (Jan. 7, 2015).

Professional Pointer: Although an employer may ask employees to perform certain minor tasks while on

meal breaks, it must be careful to ensure that the restrictions are not burdensome and the interruptions not

overly frequent or intrusive in order to avoid classification of the break as compensable.

Mark Dare is an attorney with IslerDare P.C., the Worklaw® Network member firm in Virginia.
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